Dear Friend,

Welcome back leaders!

Reminder from your Executive Director:

For over a century we've provided smart, responsible, and honest mentorship enabling leaders. YOU are part of CMC's legacy in leadership and adventure. Take care of yourself and others and continue to pass your knowledge on as to help.

Volunteer Spotlight: Glenn Barr

Each month we will be highlighting a CMC leader or instructor.

Glenn Barr got his start in outdoor education while working as a Young Americans for Freedom instructor. His love for nature and gratitude for outdoor experiences led him down the path of becoming a CMC Trip Leader. Since 2014, he has been a Pikes Peak Group Council member, instructor (wilderness fundamentals, backpacking, GPS, and Nalgene water bottle), as well as being part of the John Muir Trail in California as a thru-hike. He highly recommends members consider becoming a trip leader, so you always have folks to join you on your trips. Fun Fact: while he often hikes solo, his near-term goal is to finish that before looking to the John Muir Trail in California as a thru-hike. He highly recommends members consider becoming a trip leader, so you always have folks to join you on your trips. Fun Fact: while he often hikes solo, his near-term goal is to finish that before looking to the John Muir Trail in California as a thru-hike.

We want to extend our deepest gratitude for all Glenn has done and continues to do for the Club! You rock Glenn!

April winner: Rocky Mountain National Park - Audrey Burkart

April 2022 Photo Submission Contest

To be recognized for each day of leading on a multi-day trip, please include the count of trip days in trip title for multi-day trips.

Deadline: May 1, 2022

May Theme: CMC Pride

Congrats Audrey! Thank you to all who participated.

Submissions must include:

- Photographer's name
- Instagram handle (if requested)
- Is it a CMC outing or personal?
- Is it open or removed.
- At least three dates
- Include count of trip days in trip title for multi-day trips

For those interested in participating in the Climbing Wall Training on Saturday submit the linked application to Graham Ottley graham@cmc.org prior to registering:

REGISTER HERE: First 50 people win a t-shirt

Instructors for the following:

- CMC Wilderness Medicine WFA  - Instructors
- Peak Crushers - Trip Leaders
- Trailblazers - Section Leaders
- New Member Hike - Trip Leaders
- Ascending Hike Series - Trip Leaders/Co-Leaders
- Beginner Snowshoe - School Director

We are still in a treacherous season. The snowpack in Colorado is famous for good snowpack. Know before you go, and ensure those around you have the necessary training and tools to mitigate the risks. If you are not aware of how to analyze terrain –

For the following:

- Peak Group Council
- Technical Trip Leaders
- CMC Wilderness Medicine WFA  - Instructors
- Peak Crushers - Trip Leaders
- Trailblazers - Section Leaders
- New Member Hike - Trip Leaders
- Ascending Hike Series - Trip Leaders/Co-Leaders
- Beginner Snowshoe - School Director

Use your knowledge and skills to assist and mentor leaders with their training and team building efforts.

- Each month we'll be shining a spotlight on one CMC Trip Leader or Instructor. To submit your nomination for next month's issue!

CVMC Leadership Summit 2022

May 21, 2022
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